802.3-802.3 REVISION REQUEST 1035

DATE: 5th Mar, 2000
NAME: David Law
COMPANY/AFFILIATION: 3Com
E-MAIL: David_Law@3Com.com

REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: IEEE Std 802.3-1998
CLAUSE NUMBER: 7.2.4.6 and Figure 7-5
CLAUSE TITLE: Carrier Sense function

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:

In the footnote associated with subclause 7.2.4.6 and Figure 7-5 change all occurrences of 'output_in_progress' to 'output_in_process'.

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:

The variable is defined as output_in_process, see Figure 7-5 in IEEE Std. 802.3-1998 and IEEE Std. 802.3-1996.

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:

None, correction of a typo.